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The aim of this paper is both a theoretical investigation of plasma produced and sus

tained by elect ron cyclotron waves and compar ison with experimental data obtained from 

the WVlI- ;\ stellarator ( R = 2.0m , < a > = O.lm , 1= 2 , m= 5 ). 

;':early 1 iO KW of radio frequency power were launched nearly perpendicularly, with a 

pulse length of O.l s, from low-field-side in two main heating scenarios: 

(O)-mode first harmonic ( Ere , = 2.5T, n e,cul -o ff = 6.2xIO I3cm-3 ) 

neO = 1.7 - 5AxlO l3cm- 3 Teo :::: 2.3 - 0.6 KeV (respectively) 

(X)-mode second harmonic ( B re, :::: 1.25T. n e,cut_oll = 3.1xlQI3cm-3) 

neO = 1.1 - 2.4xlO13cm-3 Teo = 1.0 - 0.7 KeV (respectively) 

At 'sufficien t ly high density' the experimental heating efficiency can be interpreted on 

the basis of a 3D-ray tracing code (modelling t he electron distribution function as a weakly 

relativistic Maxwellian character ized by the local measured density and temperature and 

taki ng into account multiple wall reAection). 

At lower densities, (typ ically in case of neO ::; 2.5xlO I3cm-3 for (D}-mode 1'1 harmonic 

and neO ::; 1.5xlO 13 cm - 3 for (X)-mode 2 nd harmonic) the ray tracing code tends to over

estimate the absorbed power and, at t he same time, experimental evidences of deviation 

from a Maxwellian distribution arises. 

With the aim of investigating effects related to quasi-linear deviation f~om MaxwetJ ian 

plasmas (radio-frequency generation of suprathermal particles, radio-frequency induced 

current-dr ive ... ) Fokker-Planck equation is solved in a linearized form for different mag

netic surfaces. 

Effects arising from this theoretical description and exper imental measurements (cu rrent 

and ECE) are con pared . 
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